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The detector performances are crucial for physics at the Future Linear Collider
(FLC). To evaluate the detector designs a full event simulation is required, allowing
a complete reconstruction and energy ow analysis. We summarise and report the
status of MOKKA, a fully generic simulation tool developed on the Geant4 toolkit
for all the current FLC projects.
1 Introduction
The study of a detector for the Future Linear Collider (FLC) requires a com-
plete software framework including event generators, simulations, reconstruc-
tions and analysis. This talk describes MOKKA
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, a Geant4
2
full simulation
for the FLC detector studies developed since December 1999, extensively used
for the TESLA Technical Design Report (TDR)
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calorimeter energy ow stud-
ies and now able to simulate several detector and prototype models thanks to
its way to handle the geometry through a database.
2 Detector Geometry database
Simulation is a CPU time bounded job which simulates the passage of particles
through matter, where the detector geometry has to be described at a rather
detailed level. The FLC detector project still evolves, in particular dierent
proposals have to be considered with the same physics and the same computer
context. Moreover simulation, reconstruction and analysis are independent
applications which have to share a common detector geometry at run time to
insure their coherence. For this reason MOKKA relies on a CommonGeometry
Access (CGA) interface which makes available the simulated detector geometry
for reconstruction, analysis and visualisation jobs.
The CGA data driven architecture is implemented via a relational database
describing the geometry of detector modules (trackers, calorimeters) and com-
plete detector models expressed as sets of detector modules. The database
itself is currently implemented in a MySQL
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server where each detector mod-
ule is the relationship between a specic MySQL database keeping its geometry
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parameters and a geometry driver name. The geometry driver is a piece of code
plugged into CGA which is able at run time to decode the given database and
to realise the detector module it describes. This approach allows to create
several module versions as relationships between a same geometry driver and
dierent geometry datasets, avoiding additional code development when just
the dimensions change. Several detector models are in this way available from
the central MOKKA database
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.
This generic approach allows to simulate also prototypes. Actually both
electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeter prototypes are implemented. Testing
the simulation results against the real data will dene up to what level we can
trust in MOKKA, the Geant4 framework and the physics list shared by all
models.
3 Detector models improvements
The main detector improvement in the most recent release concerns the hadronic
calorimeter (HCal) for the TESLA project using Resistive Plate Chambers
(RPC). The TESLA Hcal module has 40 layers, each layer with plates of 18
mm of Fe and 6.5 mm of sensitive material. For the rst TDR studies the
sensitive material considered was scintillator. In the new Hcal release the 6.5
mm is lled with a RPC built as 1.2 mm of gas as sensitive material between
1 mm pyrex walls. The rest of the volume is lled with G10.
Figure 1: A RPC schema in the new Hcal for TESLA.
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Detector performance studies with this new Hcal model have shown dra-
matic advantages for a gas digital solution, mainly for the event reconstruction.
The gure 2 below shows a 20 GeV pion crossing the Hcal module for both
models, illustrating the shower shape dierence and the potential impact for
the particle reconstruction.
Figure 2: A 20 GeV pion crossing the Hcal module, left using RPCs, right scintillators.
These results have to be conrmed in beam tests, but it shows the power
of simulating dierent detector versions in the same computer environment.
Implementing new detector modules and models should be a "user job":
MOKKA is open for a wide collaborative use but also development. Sources
and documentation are available from the MOKKA Web page. The "geome-
try drivers plug-in scheme" is quite simple, providing several facilities to help
developers to deal with the Geant4 interface. Currently some collaborators
around the world have started developing detector modules for MOKKA in
this context.
4 MOKKA framework status
The last MOKKA release introduces a simple event display for debugging. It
relies on the Geant4 visualisation features and is able to reload from les simu-
lated events to be displayed. Future developments should implement selection
commands to choose tracks, hits and detector modules for display with run
time selected colours, a friendly graphic interface for the Geant4 visualisation
facility, etc.
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Concerning the data output issues, MOKKA is compliant with a persis-
tency abstraction schema. The application doesn't rely on any particular per-
sistency tool (Tree, Objectivity, etc), but such layers can be connected to the
MOKKA kernel via an abstract interface. The actual persistency environment
should be a user choice at run time. MOKKA provides as native a very simple
persistency strategy keeping the output data as ASCII les where the format
is completely free, depending only on the detector driver. Runs and events
are managed just using standard UNIX tools like directories (for runs) and le
names (for detector modules and event number identication). Complete run
data is written on tapes using the "tar" standard tool.
Future developments shall implement the Linear Collider Serial Input Out-
put (LCIO)
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persistency scheme as option.
CGA provides application interfaces (API) for F77, C++ and C for pro-
grammers developing reconstruction and analysis code, a Java API is foreseen.
It implements also a few reconstruction utilities, for example to calculate the
interaction length between two given space points, which should be extended
in the future.
The gure 3 below illustrates the current MOKKA software architecture
and its dependencies, mainly on the Geant4 framework, with all the extensions
described in this paper.
Figure 3: MOKKA general software architecture.
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5 Conclusions
The recent evolutions of MOKKA move this simulation tool closer to a general
framework providing additional features for reconstruction, analysis and visu-
alisation for the Next Linear Collider detector studies. Thanks to the CGA
database approach this framework provides a good platform to compare dier-
ent detector proposals with the same physics and computer context. Crucial
results are already taken in account for the TESLA project concerning the
Hcal models.
Thanks to the several CGA APIs and the reconstruction utilities it imple-
ments, the CGA becomes a common layer to develop reconstruction and anal-
ysis code keeping the detector geometry coherence along these several tasks.
Future developments should extend the MOKKA framework functional-
ities, mainly concerning its event display and data persistency sub-systems.
New detector and prototype models should be implemented by end users
thanks to an open wide collaborative environment.
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